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Public Transit in the Los Angeles
Central Business District
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PUBLIC TRANSIT IN THE LOS ANGELES
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

COVER PHOTO

Back up
Los Angeles Times Copyright Photo. May 1981.
buses in the contraflow bus lane during the afternoon
peak period in front of City Hall was the result of a
major traffic accident on the freeway to the nort.
Photo illustrates the vulnerability of surface buses
to çerioaic disruptions in traffic flow... Howeve±,
normally buses travel through the contraflow bus lane
in a free fldw manner at all times of the day.
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Th'! paper provides an overview' of
public transp3rt ton in the Los
Angeles Central Business District
(ca4,

surveys

transit Jixpi 'ànénts

reannends priorities
planning in the CE).
The

Los

Angeles

daninated by

established

its

and

for land use

region is less
area than the

downtown

eastern

cities.

Nevertheless, Downtown Los Anéles is
by far the largest single regional

civic and
financial,
cultural center for all of the
urbanized Los Angeles region dcnprising
12 million people. The revival of the
Ice Angeles CBD in recent years further
increases its inprtance to the region.
Projections call for substantial
additional growth aOcrua.ng to the Los
Angeles CE) in the next 10-20 years.
auployment
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major elenent in continuation of
Los Angeles graith is the
maintenance of good accessibility and
A

ntn

internal circulation. Public transit,
as this paper outlines, is the single,

ncst inprtant means of improving
accessibility to and circulation in the
cBD.

In order to improve access to and
circulation within downtown Lbs
Angeles, joint efforts are essential by

all concerned.
This inclines Los
Angeles City officials ad their staff,
private groups and üividuals, private
developers and all public agencies with
involvauent
in
transportation.
Planning for and pnatut.ion of the use

of public transportation is essential
for the continuation of econcnic and
cUltural qrowth for downtown Los
Angeles.

The Los Anqeles Region
Before examining the Central Business
District (CBD) and its relationship to
public transportation, it is helpful to
look at the entire Los Angeles area's
relationship with transit.

(built alntst entirely with no provision for rapid transit or expedited bus
service) results in a lower proportion
of the. population regularly riding
public transportation than is true in
many other major Anerican cities.

Urbanized Area
Los
Contrary
general
opinion,
to
It
Angeles is nOt a low-density city.
is, depending on the calculation nethod
used, either second or third in the
nation in urbanized area population
density. There is, however, a greater
dispersion of ccaercial centers than
is true of. the other major American
cities which, in trn, neans greater
dispersion of trips; particularly those
attracted
public
most
readily
to
transit.
This situation catined with
the existence of the most extensive
street and freeway systen in the nation,

Residents/Square Mile

New York.
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Chicago
Baltianre
Buffalo
Washington, D.C./Md.
Miami
Boston
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Atlanta

3033.

2696

Analysis
Impact
1979
Environmntal
Draft
Statetnt/Report on Transit Systen
Improvenents in the Los Angeles Region
(1970 Census Ita)..
Source:.

SCRTD

6683
5349
5313
5247
5163
5085
5018
4715
3992
3095

Alternative

tBD

(Sq..

EMPWYMENr

FLLX)R SPACE
(Sq. FOOt

AREA

DENSITY
Miles)

Millions)

Miles)

(S

New York

9.0

172.5

816,192

90,688

Philadelphia

2.5

42.i9

110,051

44,020

Los Angeles

2.9

63.8

200,000

68,966

chicago

1.1

40.0

212,000

192,727

1.7

30.0

128,000

75,294

Waington,

D.C.

(1970 Census Data)
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TRANSIT MARKET SHARES

LOS ANGELES

Metropolitan Area

CBD

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAi)

WASH ING1U4

4%

42%

13%

17%

12%

25%

84%

64%

75%

37%

L.A. Metropolitan Area

SCAG Region

3%

(LA, Orange & Ventura Counties & Western
urbanized pottions of Riverside & San
Bernardino Cos.)

L.A. CoUnty

4%

(SCRrD boundaries,. I.e. urbanized portion of
gy*
LA

Central City

8%

(WLA, South Central LA, ELA & LA CBD Sectors

*

Includes mthicipal carriers.

TRANSIT AVERAGE WEEKLAY BOARDINGS*

York

5,009,O00

Philadelphia

1488,000

Los Angeles

1,430,000

Chicago

2,400,000
935,000

Washington, D.C.

* - For all transit ncdes for each netropolitan area including cnmniiter rail.

Monthly Transit Ridership, Anerican Public Transit Association, September 30,
1981
Cflter Rail figures fran SEPTA and &CA Planning Departments.
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California Rapid
Transit District
The Southern

Public transportation carries about 4%
of all trips made in the Los Angeles
region. The Southern California Rapid
Transit District (SCRI'D) carries about
90% of these trips, with the balance
carried by several municipal operators.
Tho of the municipal operators (Long
Beach and Santa t'bnica) extend considerably beyond their city boundaries.

The

public transportation systen in the
nation in all categories, including
route miles and passengers carried. The
SCRTD has more than twice the route
miles of any other systan. Even when
with

cities

having

rapid

third in the
and Chicago
(Philadelphia is fifth) in number of

transit, the

SCRTD

nation behind

New

ranks

York

passehgers carried. An average weekday
sees approximately 400,000 people boarding one or nre SCRTD buses, for a total
o slightly nore than 1,300,000 weekday
boarx5ings.
Bus

the

ridership has gran steadily since
start of the three year reduced fare

program in July 1, 1982. This program
was made possible by the Los Angeles
County Transportation Cniss ion (LAC'lt)

one-half cent transit sales tax funds.
The base local fare was reduced fran 85
to 50 cents with proportional reductions
in the express distance charges.
Seniors, students and the handicapped
ride for only 20 centS.

As

of.

April

1983, the SCR1'D ridership averaged about

1,400,000

Number

weekday boardings.

Another perspective of the impact public
transportation has on the Los Angeles

region cazes frau a 1981 SCRTD canprehenslye marketing survey
The survey
found that, in the urbanized portion of
Los Angeles County, 41% of the population of 16 years or older ride public
transportation at least once a nonth.
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of

Trips by
Public Transit
Per Month

is the largest "all-bus"

SCRTD

cctipared

for regular, noderate and
infrequent riders is as folla's:

The breakdam

IA County

of ThDpulation
16 yrs .or Older
%

Category Cumulative

20

8%

8%

.1-3

10%
23%

18%
41%

4-19

The Importance of Public TranSportation
in the Los Angeles Central Business

District

transit's

importance to the
Los Angeles area might appear
sateWhat. minor, its importance to the
CBD is beyond question.. There are about
While

entire

1,300,000

person

trips (auto, bus,

taxi,

truck passengers, as well as
pedestrians) entering and leaving the
CBD each weekday.
Slightly nore than
one quarter (27%, about 350,000) of
and

these trips are made on SCRTD buses.
Municipal bus operations into the CBD
raise transit s trip proportion very
Transit's 27% market share is

slightly.
carried in only 1.5% of the 600,000
s-ehicles entering and leaving the CBD
daily. Transit.'.s share increases to 35%
during the weekday norning and evening
peak hours, and to 50% when those
persons passing through the CBD during
the peak hours are excluded.

si major easttransit streets in the CED and an
major north-south
number of
transit streets. airing peak periods,
There are approximately
west
equal

about 50% of all persons traveling on
these streets are on SCR'rD buses.
?canples of sate of the percentages
carried on these streets are sham
below.

Bus Passengers as
Percent of all Persons

Trateling on CBD Streets

Major_East-West

*

Streets

All_Dy
68.7
50.5
48.0
40.4
39.2
39.2

Seventh @ Central
Wilshire @ Figueroa
Tanpie @ Grand

First
Fifth

Sixth

Broadway

@
@

Hill
Hill

Major North,-South

Streets

Afl

75.4
73.4.
63.8
58.3
58.0
57.1

Grand@Tenple
Main 0 Th.elveth

Hull@First
Bra way @ Sevath
Spring @ First
Olive First
@

*

',) 4V
t.) pIits
:p(.t)1 a)
Lø

Reqional

cEll

73.3
62.6
48.2
54.3
55.3
50i2

*

pj_pj
76;8
72.8
70.7
66.6
65.6
56.0

(14 Hz's.)

iisjIj

The CS]):

Da

PMP

The Fbcal

:li]

;.fli!j

Point of the

BüENetrk

Public trànsportatibn is, as hs been
slnsn, very thIp)rtant to the CE]). The
téve±se is also true: The CE]) is very
hnportant to the transit systen. The
CS]) is the focal point of the regional
bus network arid generates a large

of the total transit ridership
in the region. Transit is at its best
when serving a concentration of trip
ends suth as occurs in the CS]), while
the private auto is nost catipetitively
disadvantaged tnler the sre conditions.
portion
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The

effectiveness of the buses

in

getting to and through the CD]) makes
this part of the systan an especially
attractive alternative to the auto as a
transportation rxnle. Auto disincentives
are built into the CS]). The CBD parking
is restrictth, not alvays close to
desired destinations, and relatively
expensive. This cacipares with stütbah

sh_,pping arid etç1onent centers whith
generally have abundant, convenient and
free parking.

r

-

-

buses to ccxnpete noré successfully with

the auto when the CBD is the destination
point. This is hrtportant to the market
share which transit obtains of
made.

4,

''
'I

<

I

all trips

Mother

way the CBD influences the bus
system is its effect on bus schedules.
Since the majority of SCRTLVs major
lines go into or through the CBD, any
traffic congestion which is grater than
Usual can have the effect oE throwing

I

schedules out of alignment. A disruption in the schedules on downtown lines
affects a major portion of the entire
system. CBD traffic management, therefore, is an important factor in SCRTD's
operatiOns.

l,t

PubliC

parking

-4

Prices POsted on Flower
Street. High Parking costs are a strong
auto disincentive. o
Parking

tn

!Ck
;I1Ei'
j..

cc,,
,

t-

Midday view of intersection of 7th arid
Broadway - two major transit streets.

During peak period vehicles regularly
back up into intersection. Bus queues
at bus stops of three and four buses are
cOIflDfl.

½hereas autos can nove much

faster than

buses in the outlying areas, the CBD' s
crowded streets do not allow autOs to
maneuver around stopped buses. This

thereby tends to equalize the travel
tirré of the two
equalization of the

This
ixc*jes.
two nudes enables

St. at Spring St.
Cars remaining in the intersection after
the
light change block opposing
o Looking west on 5th

traffic.

.

Although the

Los
by a

Angeles

region

is

characterized
greater dispersion of
camiercial activity than many other U.S.
cities, the Los Angeles CBD, with an
auploynent population of about 200,000,
is by far the largest single center in
As indicated in the
the region.
following table, a high prbport ion of
the total regional transit ridership is
generated within the downtown area.

(1982)

Total

Area

Total Area

Central City*

Boardings
Per Sq. Miles

1,300

1,300,000
242,000
680,000

80,667
1,713

378,000

428

397
900

Suburban

Excluding LA.

Boardirs

3

BD

*

Sq. MileE

CBD

to all other centers in the region.

area is defined here as
bounded by the Hollywood, Harbor and
Santa Monica Freeways and Alameda Street

The downtown

Thnft capturels a much smaller portion
of trips thrOih the CBI) (between
communities on opposite sides of the
dc%mtain) area due to nuich faster auto
speeds. Improved CBD bus speeds would
make public trSflsportation noIre attractWe for these trips as well.

The Central City
(see daintown map)
can be broadly defined as all the area
within a ten-mile radius of City Hail.

In tenr of the greatest ridership
density, the area would extend about
five idles on the east and 18 miles on
the west. (extending to Santa Monica).
The balance of the Los Angeles area is
1 isted as
"suburban," and includes
portions served by SCRTD and various

Ultimately, the best way to adequately
serve both trips to, as well as throt4i,
the downtn area is by means of grade
separated right-Of-way for public
transportation, i.e., rapid transit.

municipal bus operators. Boardings of
municipal operatOrs are excluded fran
the above estimates.
Addition of
municipal operating boardirigs will.
increase totai boardings to 1,450,000
per weekday (as of April 1983).

Bus Routes

historical

public

demand, bus rOutes converge

in a radial pattern. The
Sector Improvetent Plan (bus service
improvenent program for the District s
service area, by sector) reinforced the
grid pattern throuh route extensions
and straightened out routes which. turned
of f major transit streets.
upon the

concentration of transit riding occurring in the CBD, the greatest potential

for increases in transit riding also
exist in this area. This is due to the
inherent advantages of public trans-

in attracting

CBD

transportation systans, SCRTD' s bus
route network is concentrated in the
central city area. There is a semblance
of a grid pattern of routes within the
ce.ntral city area; but, in line with

significantly the attractiveness of the
Improved
bus service to the CBD.
average speed in the CBD would benefit
the greatest number of present and
potential riders canpared to riders in
any other single area of the region.
Not only is there presently the greatest

CBD

in the

In camon with other major urban

The average speed at Which buses can
the CBD affects
operate to and thr&

portation in the

i,000

a

larger market share of travel etinpared
-7-

CBD
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In 1981 prior to the new route numbering
systan, of the total 224 regularly
scheduled bus Lines, 99 operate into the

Los Angeles CR1). Sane of these 99 lines
have alternative routes, thus providing
even nore route options for persons
traveling to or through downtown Los
Of the 99 lines serving the
Angeles.
CBD, about 50 operate as express service
providing an alternate express route to
the basic local route. Aftet beginning
on suburban surface streets, express

service is operated over all of the
radial freeway routes serving the Los

sane of the local
routes opetate through the CR1), all of
Angeles CR0.

WI-die

the express routes terminate within the
dasntn and Wilshire areas. There are
also !'1jjs.... routes ending in the CEO,
providing
expedited,
limited-stop
service on surface streets.
Buses run every Lea minutes even during
midday
on major downtn
streets The capacity of the bus
loading zones is reached on many streets

&ansi-e.

during peak periods.

Excluding Spring

Street southbound at the City Hall and
the contraf low lane, the present maximum
volume of buses occurs northbound on
Hill Street where 110 buses pass in the
evening peak hour.

1

REXFNr TRANSIT IMP&)VEMENTS
AFFECTING THE CED

Downtown Los Angeles Minibus Route

circulation route was established in 1971. Although there was
frequent bus service on trost CR0 stréet
available for circulation trips within
A do.gnt&.gn

the downtown area, the public did not
perceive the existing service as a
convenient travel alternative.

multitude of buses and the large
variety of routing in the downtown area
was confusing to the potential circulation trip user. Without a knowledge of
all the routes in downtn, the public
saw the novanents of the buses as unpredictable.
Prospective riders also
saw the regular fare as too high for the
few blocks they intended to ride.
Lastly, the stigma which public transit
has in the mind of sane, hampered the
use of regular bus lines for circulation
The

purposes.

of the CBD mini-bus program
included several iirrtant eianents: the
loop route (the configuration of which
sias posted at each spedial bus stop), an
extretiely lcw fare,. and stall sprightly decorated - special buses not
associated with the public transit
The success

image.

flf

/
II

V

4

0

'1
-

Bus loading znne On Sixth Street neat
Broadway.
The narrw sidewalk causes

congestion, with waiting bus passengers
Sad pedestrians caçeting for sanE
linu.ted space.

.

Passengers boarding a shuttle bus on
First Street. Bus has distinctive paint
schane for easy identification by
riders. 0

El Monte Busway

Funding for the downtown mini-bus route
service
was
provided by a special
contract With the City of Los Angeles,
the County Of Los Angeles and the Los
Angeles Cnnunit Redevelofrient Agency.
This set a desirable precedent,
believes, for special funding for any
provide
special
bus
services which
En 1978 the
particular local benefits.
County terminated its subsidy for this
service and SCRTD assumed the County's
financial responsibility.

The El Monte Busway is the closest thing
to rail rapid transit for this region.
Beginning service in 1973, the Busway
consists of exclusive bus lanes on the
San Bernardino Freeway between El Monte
and the vicinity of Union StatiOn.

SRD

Today, despite route and fare changes
the
and their impacts on ridership,
in
continues
service
bus
shuttle
downtown Los Angeles and has acquired a
large measure of camtunity interest and
support

More
than any other busway in the
nation, to date, this facility emulates
sane of the desirable aspects of rail
It has two on-line
rapid transit.
stations as well as a large terminal
station and a parkin lot in El Monte.
Patronage growth has been impressive.
However, due in part to a series of fare

increases and to the introduction of
carpools using the special lanes, the
growth rate has now leveled of f

N/Nfl/IS
Sill,
Line 602
25c Fare

ge.]

--

iii
Busway viewed west from University
Station Bridge. e

Mini-Bus
route

Stop Sign shOwing mini-bus

-11-

- Excluding the gas shortage induced
starting
in
increase
patronage
April-May 1979.
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Spring Street Contraf low lane near
City Hall..

Traveling westbound on the Busway..

contraf low lane significantly
increases the visibility of bus service
which, in turn, increases the public's
awareness of transit's availabilityan
important attribute of rail rapid
transit Often missing in bus operations. Use of this lane has also
resulted in the transfer of several bus
routes fran the skid-row environnent on

Exclusive, grade-separated lanes are
needed rrost in downtown Los Angeles,
where the buses Must negotiate stopand-go traffic. Bus routes using the
Busway have three. separate routes
through the CBD and one route bypassing
the CBD via the Hollywood and Harbor
Freèwàys. At one time an additional
route used the 1.2 'nile long contraflocq
exclusive bus lane Along Spring Street
This line
on an experimental basis.
was discontinued due to low patronage.

The

Spring Street COntraf low Lane

appears that service reliability on
the contraf low lane has been improved.
However, results of the bus lane speed
studies have not been conclusive. This
is due, in part, to the short distance
of the lane.

Street, thus providing a substantially improved environmQnt for

Main

waiting passengers.

It

of the Spring Street contraflow
exclusive bus lane cannced in 1973 in
conjunction with the start of the
The
operation of the Busway.
contraflow lane has proven itself to be
a workable concept for downtown Los
Initially the lane encounAngeles.
tered some merchant and parking lot
Today, after 10
owner opposition.
years of an acceptable safety record,
general
has
lane
received
the
cainun ity/business acceptance.
Use

Spring Street contraf low lane
experience for
valuable
provides
implementation of bus preferential
The

treabient

facilities

and

traffic

managzeht techniques within downtown
Los Angeles and elsewhere in the
region.

- 12-

Three major factors are involved in
achieving faster bus
reducing
boarding and alighting tim, avoiding
signal delays, and obtaining special

TRANSIT IMP)VEMflS STUDIES
IN DIE .CBD.
TSM:

sps:

General

lanes for buses. The SCRTD's innovative and aggressive pass pratotion
efforts may have reduced fare collection delays to the mininiun possible,
short of a free fate policy. Lower bus
floors or high-level, curb-side platforms (as used in rapid transit
stations) would also speed bus loading.
Lower bus floors, although the object
Of much
research arid deQeloent
effort, are currently beyond the state
of the art for heavy transit buses.
Also, it is doubtful that either the
carriers or the cities involved would
accept high-level bus loading platforms
in mixed traffic.. In other cities,
this concept has been proposed for CBD
stops of light rail.

Various methods for thprovir transit
in the CBD have been stUdied.
Extensive consideration has been given
to general Transportation Systans
Management (TSM)

applications.

These

include one-way street designations,
ThM preferential treatment. proposals
for buses, expanded bus-on--freeway
services, rapid transit, a downtown
ncvet
CED
transit
people
and
iniprovients sUggested by the Los
Angeles Catununity Redéveloçzint Agency
(CM) and by the Los Angeles City
Department of Transportation (Wr).

"Transportation Systans
term
The
Management," which dates back to its
use in the Septauber 1975 Federal

gister, refers to efforts to obtain

Lengthening the space between bus stops
is another way of speeding up buses,
but this results in longer walk times
Fewer bus turning
for passengers.
movements result in faster times (due

productivity
gre5tér efficiency
frau present public transportatiOn
resources. Internal T'SM can be accänplished by the operating agency on its
own,

e.g., scheduling

to less tiiie spent waiting to turn) but
may result in longer spacing between
stops, again bringing about longer walk
times. Since longer walk tines are a
disincentive to bus Use, any lengthen-

Upprovernents.

External TSM requires the support
and/or approval of other juriEdictions,

e.g., traffic management changes
affecting the operation of buses on
public, streets.
In downtown t

ing

Angeles, most external TSM proposals
are within the purview of. city
departments, and usually fall within
that of the Los Angeles City Department
of Transportation.

stops as a

signal preeriptions to extend green
tizte for buses may have sate limited
In the downtown area,
applicàtionE.
the opportunities may be negligible due
to heavy cross traffic at almost all
intersections which have heavy bus
volumes. The necessity of equipping a
major portion of the bus fleet with the
Bus

TSM

Angeles

bt

cons . dered very carefully.

proposals within the Los
concerned with
increasing the average speed of. buses
while avoiding decreased bus route
accessibility. Other proposals include
providing more street-side transit
information, passenger shelters and
general pedestrian amenities.
External

of the Space between

means of speeding bus movements must be

CBD.

necessary hardware foE preempt ion is
also a negating factor canpared to the
benefits obtained.
Buses can be expedited with special
lanes, such as the Spring Street
contraflow lane already discussed.
However, presently most of the right
hand curb lanes throughout the CBD are,

in the downtown area average
approximately eight miles per hour
during the peak periods. This low
speed increases bus operating costs
and, ctmpared to the slightly higher
auto speeds, clearly is not attractive
to the would-be CBD tranSit rider..
Bus speeds

in effect, bus-only/right-hand-turn
lanes. This is true on all CBD streets

-'3-

equally important consideration to
transit regarding one-way streets is
the loss of about half of all available
curb space for bus loading.
This
impact cannot be overstressed, since
the major factor in determining bus
capacity is available curb space for
bus stops.
Additional one-way streets
with mixed traffic would exacerbate
this problem.
As a general rule,
transit would probably derive note
benefit fran foregoing the additional
capacity obtained fran one-way streets
in favor of retention of: bi-directional
streets with reduced auto traffic.

during the peak periods, and on sate
major transit streets all day. Selective use of auto right-hattd-t.urri prohibitions could help free the curb lane
for uninterrupted bus novements.

Art

The prohibition
turns
on
of
left
Seventh Street, excluding RTD buses,
has
significantly expeditd
traffic
flow On this major transit street in
downtown Los Angeles.

Parking and freight-loading violators
have the effect of removing the entire
For general
right hand lane fran use.
CBD application, it appears that the
irost prauisiñq action would be better
enforcement o existing "no parking/rio
stopping" restrictions.

criI4Pk'
h

.'-.-_

I...-.

't

'

-

I

Main Street One-way

Illegal Parking along Spring Street..
One Way Streets

The use of one-way streets to increase
the general traffic flow cauplicates
significantly bus route layouts and
the
confuse
public.
transit-riding
This is particularly true regarding
transfer to CSD bus lines for distribution tripE and the use of these lines
for
internal
circulation
trips.
Walking distances are increased with
one-way street bus routes for persons
who could otherwise use a bus route on
a two directional street.

There is little, if any, additional
capacity that can be squeezed out of
downtown surface streets for general
In the long
vehicle traffic flow.
term, expanding the capacity of the CBD
street system over present levels in
order to nake possible greater traffic
flow may actually decrease the attractiveness of the cBD as a place to work,
shop, live, or go for entertainment.

-14-

additional
street
Alternatively,
capacity could be used to increase the
attractiveness of bus service to,
The
through and within the
willingness of the downtcxvn camuinity1
primarily the business camiunity, to
forego sane general vehicular flow
increase in favor of iitprwed his flow
and better pedestrian amenities will.

have been
oiidered.
planned,
full-scale,
experimental Broadway Mall has been
shelved
tatpDrarily,
preferential
treatmehts for buses arid pedestrians,
as a. means of stemming the flood of
autos into the dawntown area, continue
to be urxler active consideration. In
sane cases, where exblüsive lanes or
streets for buses may not be practical,
reduced traffic flow with buses

tedhniques
Although

C.

depeM upon

t..

that antunity' s awareness

of the inwrtance of piblic transpDrtaThe caununity needs to be aware
of the favorable impact that transit
has on downtown Los Angeles and the
even gteater benefits possible when
proper iniprovenents are Piade.
TSM:

Major Bus

continuing to operate in mixed traffic

possibility.
On selected CBD streets, a section of
the cUrb lane at the Sd of the blk
might be eliminated as a noving lane in
may be a

Preferential

favor of wider bus passenger waiting
areas with awLWL-sate amenities.
the mid-block section, the curb lane
could be devoted to pa±king for deliveries and other short-term uses. Such
an experiment would test the impact of
signi.fiäant reductions in street
vehicle capacity in favor of possible
benefits in the form of more ruin for
pedestrians Si] buä passenger waiting
areas. Buses would rn longer have to.
weave in aid out of bus loading areas,
pass each
but still would be able
other. This might reduce bus loading
delày. The resultant impact of the
overall reduced vehiculat capacity, and
the increased novanent of people, must
Oareftlly before
be
considered

of the major bus and pedestrian
preferential treatnent proposals is the
Broadway Mall.
The project has been
deferred indefinitely due to merchants
One

lot operators opposition,
as well as, due to the uncertainties
created by the passage of Proppsition
13 in June 1978. Since then, there
have been two surveys conducted with
cdnflictir*3 findings as to merchant
support/opposition. for the project.
and parking

project concept consists of low
capital cost ntdifications to test the
feasibility of restricted or auto-free
traffic ccttrol, coupled with expanded
provisions for pedesttian az b use.
Favorable initial results,
uld have
led to more capital intensive plats
to be developed for permanent convetsinn.
Since high capital cost
pedestrian amenities are often very
inprtarit in transit malls, succeeding
The

without

such

difficult.

amenities could

be

the

implementation.

Another experiment related to the mall
concept wiuld be to restrict through
vehicle novenents to bUàes only. All
other vehicles would have to turn right

the first intersection after
entering, in effect creating a transit.
street. Provision would have to be.

at

fairly

made

for the vehicles that would be

divétted to parallel streets.

CBD streets which have been
identified for further study of alternative special bus and pedesttian
treatments are Seventh, Sixth, Fifth
and. possibly First Streets.

Major

a part of the cooperative regional
interagency transit planning program
(Regional Transit Developuent Progtam
RFDP), planning is underway for both
thbrt aid long-term expansions to the

As

Several possible experimental bus
treatments and general traffic control
-15-

lation within the

existing bus services operated over

funding options.

freeways. All but One of the present
express bus routes terminate in the Los
Angeles CBD. Future plans call for an
expanded network which would provide
express services ntre evenly throughout
the
region along major transit
corridors. Thus, the CBD would not be
the sole focal point of the service as
it is today.

Currently, Caltràns funds three of the
seven Amtrak round-trip trains between
Union Station and San Diego. One of
the Caltrans-funded trains operate
during connuter hours.
Future plans
call for Caltrans to add One or two
nore trains during camiuter hours to
the San Diego line.. Caltrans also has
longer range plans to operate cairnuter
rail service to Oxnatd and to Riverside
and San Bernardinä.

largest portion of any express bus
will continue to serve the Los
Angeles CBD. As such, it has the
potential to significantly increase
transit market share of total travel to
the CBD. On downtown streets, most
probably express buses will cpntinue to
operate on a through-route (no transfer
required)
self-distribution basis.
Expresä bus passengers will be able to
transfer to the Downtown People Mover*
and to the Metro Rail line, when these
facilities are, built. c*construction Of
network

DPM

H

indefinitely).

has

been

for assessing

and

Caitnuter Rail ImprovEnents

The

the

CBD

1--

deferred

3

wntm Circulation

na.

*

I[

provnt Plans

The Downtown People Mover (DPM) has

part of the current RrDP effort..
has been planned as a 13-station
aerial guidewáy, rUnning betc*en Union
Station and the Convention Center,
through the west side of the CBD. The
been a

It

line would improve internal circulation
within the CBD and serve regional bus
users and regional parking lots at the
two terminal stations.
When the
initial Metro Rail line is built, major
transfer points will develop at the
locations where the two guideway lines
intersect. The DPM offers challenging
joint develoflient potentials at major
sites targeted for redevelopment on the
west side of the CBD.
The

Cit'

the

DPM

-4.

h_

e Union Station a
Light Rail Transit

Light

rail consists of operation
street cars

of

their
own right of way separated fran street
traffic and sanetines in the streets in
mixed 'traffic. Several of the rightsof-way under consideration would entail
modern

of Los Angeles has cancelled
due to the wIthdrawal of
federal funding for the project. The
City, however, in so acting, is in the
process Of assessing available alternatives for improved internal Oircu-

sanetimes

rail operation into

on

downtown

Los

Angeles.
Existthg rail rights-of-way
in the region have been surveyed.

-16-
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PROPOSED STATION LOCATION
LRT TRACK AT-GRADE
LRT TRACK AERIAL
LRT TRACK SUS\4AY
METRO RAIL, W/STATION

Broadway/Spring At Grade

LA-i

Long Beach Los Angeles
RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT

Downtown Los Angeles
Alternatives
Alignment
BRINCKCRHOFF/
PARSONS

LOSANGELES COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
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Fig. 3.1

KAISER ENGINEERS

C

Atq4

ci,.

In

ANr4

PROPOSED STATION

MQc

LOCATION

_______ LRT TRACK AT-GRADE
LRT TRACK AERIAL
"I'"!!' LRT TRACK SUBWAY
:

Flower

METRO

St.

RAIL, %4/STATION

2.

Subway

Long Beach Los Arigeies
RAIL TRANSIT PROJECT

Fig. 3.2

Downtown Los Angeles
Alignment Alternatives
PARSONS BRINCKEPHOFF, KAISER ENGINEERS

LOSANGELES COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
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to doWntown Los Angeles
rail corridor has been identified as to
the first priority for conversion
light rail operation. Within downtown
Los Mgeles several alternative light
rail distribution routes for the Long

The Long Beach

BeAóh

rail line

have been

identified,

inclixung the following: Broadway!
Spring Couplet, at-grade (Alternative
LA-i);

and

a

Street

Flower

Subway

latter
The
(Alternative LA-2).
incites at-grade. operation from the
railroad right of way to approximately
flower Street at 12th Street, where the
tracks enter a portal in the median to
become a .Eubway

track.

Metro Rail Project

part of the Regional TransportaProgrn (RTDP) j alternative analysis refinents are being
completed on an initial (starter) rapid
transit line for the regional corridor
called the Metro Rail Project. Prelim-

As a

tion Developnent

inary engineering and the second tier
EIS/SIR will be completed in the Fall
of 1983. M UM1'A grant application for
final design and construction will be
filed early in 1984. The Metro Rail
line will extend from Union Station
through the Wilshire corridor to North

a,llys,od.

line

The

will

be

constructed in subway, with a Hill St.
and 7th St. aligrisnt in the CBD.
Similar to the DPM, the five CBD subway
stations will provide opportunities for
joint developnent adjacent to the stations. Construction of the Metro Rail
bold parking
line will permit

ire

These will be
ttansit
greater
encourage
to
designed
traffic
on
less
and
reliance
usage
to
techniques
desigied
managnent
of
capacities
flow
maximize vehicular
surface streets as a means of improving
accessibility to the downtown area.
managenent

strategies.

CED

Alignment

- Alternative A,

Metro

Rail Final Report, Project Milestone 3,
RoUte Alignment Alternatives, Februa ry,
1983

Los Angeles Catnunity Redevelopient
Agency Support for Gsneral CBD Transit

Importance of Pedestrian and
Transit-User's Amenities

The Los Angeles Caxinunity Redevêlopteht
Agency (CRA) is actively working with

Together with the emphasis of transportation planners on moving people,
land use planners need to focus on

linprovanents

staff and other public agency
staff to bring about inproved public

making downtown areas more attractive
places for work, shopping, entertainment and living.
An improved pedes-

SCRTD

transportation to the

downtown

area.

trian

environment contributes to all of
these objectives and also makes transit

Alongside the SCRID and the Los Angeles
City Departnient of Transportation
staff, the CRA is reviewing opportunities for bus preferential treatments
on

downtown

things, the

attractive.
For example, bus shelters funded by
advertising should be located where
they will serve the most transit
riders.
usage more

streets.
Among other
is interested in better

CRA

information signs at bus stops and in
street-side amenities which are of
particular benefit to waiting transit

also

users,
and
pedestrians.

benefit

all
Trans it Incentives

The CRA, along with Los Angeles City
and the SCRID fund jointly the downtown

minibus service.
PRIORITIES FOR
MoviAg

LAND USE PIANWING

Pec4le (Instead of Vehicles)

Transportation planners, and even
traffic engineers, are beginning to
think in terms of moving people rather
tl$n moving vehicles. It appears that
auto disiñceñtives are prematUre as far
as political acceptance. is considered.
Econcinically,
they
are
counterproductive if they place downtown areas
at a cclnpetitive disadvantage with
Alternatively,
subregional centers.
transit incentives can be pursued.
will
increase
These
incentives
substantially accessthility by public
transportation, while at the same tine
maintain the caLpetitive position of
the CBD for persons who need or
perceive a need to contthue to use
their private, auto to access the
downtown area.

o Wide sidewalks and bus

shelters at

City Hall provide a convenient waiting
area for bus patrons. Such amenities
encourage the Use of trans'it.e

-19-

Good Pedestrian Access

Transit Disincentives
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The bus stop at AND Plaza, because
of its limited space, makes waiting for
a bus inconvenient and dangerous.s

--

Wider sidewalks, better street lighting
(for crime prevention), better étreet
furniture and mini-parks are part of
the physical iitçrovenents related to
the pedestrian environment. Even nDre
important is the encouragement of a
high level of street-side activities
This encourages
throughout downtown.
a
itself,
is
which,
in
walking
It
substitute for vehicular traffic.
also makes the area safer. Concentration of shops ahd restaurants at the
street level enhances the cczupetitive
position of transit in providing access
to these activities.
The storefront along Broadway and the
entrances to the Broadway Plaza and the
Wells Fargo Plaza invite the pedestrian
to stop and enter..
-20-

diverts

Poor Pedestrian Access

pedestrians

away

frau

the

street level in favor of attracting
persons to single major office buildings reached solely by the private auto
throqgh
large
off-street
garages.
Pwayè, of course, increase street
capacit' but at a cost of less accessibility
to
street
activities
by
pedestrians.

-

I

-r

-

-

-

k

_______-'
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V
t

of
The
facades
the
sterile
Bonaventure Hotel and the Bank at Sixth
and Spring Streets are not welcczuing to
the pedestrians

As an aside,
it
appeats that the
network of pedways provided for itt the
adopted plan for dcMntown Los Angeles
has a reverse effect of the above.
It

Pedways at Bonaventure
World Trade Center..
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Hotel

and

Mixed Land Uses

For both newer and older buildings,
zoning and building laws need to be
modified to permit mixed uses.. Streetside shops with apartments above the
street level are an example of mixed
This land use practice need not
use.
result in shun conditions, as evidenced
by the many middle and upper income
areas in European cities.
Generally,
mixed land use increases pedestrian
movements at all hours of the day (thus
making the streets safer) , and also
generates
additional
off-peak
and
reverse-peak transit demand.

.3

ii

FiXTURES

C

Building at Seventh and Spring under
rehabilitation
for housing
for
the

e1derly.
Building on Winston near Main under
rehabilitation for artists studios and
living quarters.
Recently Los Mgeles
City has adopted an ordiñánqe to permit
artists
reside,
to
legally
under
specified conditions, in industtial and
corrrnerciai
buildings
converted
to
artist studios..
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Joint

Because Metro Rail stations will serve
as many as 70,000 trips daily (35,000
boardings and 35,000 alightings), with-

velcpent

IX'M presented special opportunities
for joint develdpient and value capture
strategies. Follwing up on favorable
precedents set in the planning for the
DPI'!, the SCICD aM the Los Angeles City
Plaything Departntnt are novirtg ahead to
identify nechanisie needed for joint
developient and value capture prograits
for areas around the Metro Rail
Stations. Joint developient involves
integration of design of the Metro Rail
stations with revenue producing
(see illustration on the follaiing
Value capture
page) developient.
involves recovery of portionEóf
benefits
developient
private
fran the Metro Rail
(windfails)
projett. Benefit Assessient Districts
and fees are two value capture
mechanisms. The planneld f out Metro
ntown Los Angeles
Rail stations in
present exoeptional. opportunities to
integrate the design of the stations
with private developuent and to recover
revenue to defray the capital aM
operating costs of the netro rail
systan.

The

out the substantial adverse inpacts
that would result fran art equivalent
number of person trips through auto
access, the potential will exist for
creating intense, vibrant pedestrian
enviLa.sents with unique amenities and
conveniences.
wide variety of prospects exist when
land uses are integrated into pedestrian flows of the magnitude which the
A

stations will generate. Carpleientary
uses can exist side-by-side in this
environment which culd not exist in
the envirorutent created when the sane
number of people are brought together
by auto. The auto injects elements
which are innpatible with a nuter of
pedestrian anenities.
The

intense,

attractive pedestrian

environments which are possible aEaind
the stations have enàrnous ci.i.arcial

value. The City and the transit agency
are, pursuing actively "value capture"
techniques so as to benefit fran the
windfalls frrn such development.
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Southern California Rapid Transit District

Fifth/Hill Station Location for

PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING PROGRAM

Harry Weese & Associates

Metro RaiL! Project

Locally Preferred Alternative

Large Scale Redeveloçnent

In order to attract canrercial activity
that seeks the newest office space (the
prestige factor) in the regiOn, sate
large scale redeveloptent projects are
desirable within the CBD. Without such
redevelognent replacing the worst of
the CBD's older buildings, the prestige
office building tenants may be lost to
other major subregional cedtets (e.g.,
Century City, Newport Center, etc.).
In the past, large scale redevelotent
has provided parking facilities and
only liiüited transit access, thereby
reinforcing the attractiveness of
access by the private auto with a
proportional decrease in the attractiveness of transit. Certainly this
has been the case in ds'ntown Los
Angeles, where new develonent has not

ti

yet had the opportunity for joint
developtent with rapid transit and
little effort was made by the developers to provide convenient access by
the existing surface bus system.

Crocker Bank Building under construc-

tion

on Bunker

Hill..

-

Major redevelopnent within the CBD has
already been provided for in the
expansive Bunker Hill project on the

This developuent will nore
than enable the Los Angeles CBD to
caupete
oriented"
for
"prestige
carniercial tenants. What LoS Angeles's
CBD needs ncq is small scale, select
site clearances with an emphasis on
building rehabilitation. The intensity
and diversity of activities, as occurs
west side.

along Broadway should be preserved and
enhanced.
A priority
target for

btiilding rehabilitation by
Spring Street.

CRA

is

naq

o The Engstrtzn Apartment Building has
been planned for preservation amid new

developnent.o It may be replaced with
a high rise as part of the proposed
plan for the preservatiOn and expans ion
of the Central Library.

.
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Coñtainnent of Skid Ray

Provision of social services and of
additional street amenities in the skid
row area, including parks and restroan
facilities, is a basic first step in
reversing

the

decline

of

adjacent

areas. If Spring Street is to be
rehabilitated, the containment of Skid
Row

is imperative.

number of skid row projects are being
by the CRA, the Skid Row
Developnt Corporation and by several
A

iplemente

private
social
service
aencies
experienced in working in the area.
Projects include two phases of new
housing, a major detoxification center,
an urban park, a cannunity center and a
light industrial center.

.. Future Detoxification. Center .
The El Ray Hotel is being converted

into a 450-bed detoxification center
will be nfld the Winegart
Neighbrhood Rehabilitation Center.
This project is funded jointly by
private and public sources and will be
owned and operated by the Volunteers of
America. Canplet ion is scheduled for
which

Fall, 1983.

-4

Rallington Plaza - Phase I a
BallingtOn Plaza

is a

new

housing

project located on Wall Street between
6th and 7th Streets providing housing
for elderly and handicapped residents
of the Skid Row area. The project is
funded by the CRA and is owned and
operated by the blunteers of America.
The first phase consisting of 270 Units
The
was canpleted in Fall, 1981.
second phase of 135 units will begin
construction in Spting, 1983.

4

a Para Los Ninos a
-26-

residents and the Carnunity Light
Industrial Center (CLIC).
The
Ccmnunity Center is located in a
converted light industrial building
near Sixth Street and Gladys Avenue.
The center is owned and operated by Los
Familias del Pueblo, a non-profit

Pan Los Ninos is a day care center for
children of the Skid Row area. The
denter, located on 6th Street near
Gladys Avenue in a converted industrial
currently serves 85-100
Para
Los Ninos is a nonchildren.
funded by private
organization
profit
sources.
warehouse,

fixi

organizatiai
by private sour.
project is located at Seventh
Street and Gladys Avenue. It is a
40,000 sq.
ft. light industrial
building providing jobs for Skid Row
residents. It is funded jointly by the
CRA
and the Los Angeles Econanic

The CLIC

Developnent agency (EDM and is owned
and operated by the Skid Raa 1ve1opment Corporation, a non-profit organi-

zation.

CBD

Parking Management

In the dcvntown area, nore than anywhere else in the region, transit is a
realistic alternative to the private
auto for a substantial proportion Of
the traveling public. For this reason,
parking management strategies--whose
objectives are to shift trip makers
fran single occupant private autos to
high-occupancy vehicles--have a better
chance of success in the CBD than in

I'

4'

mOst.

start

other areas.

It is logical to

a parking management program with
special emphasis on the CBD.

1

=

F
4

(9
4

Carnunity Pocket Park

and Gladys Avenue.

at Sixth Street

Park, as it is
saretimes called, is a 1/3-acre urban
park which was funded, designed and
constructed by the CRA and is owned and
operated by the City of Los Angeles
The Community Pocket

Parks and Recreation Ièpartment. Other
Skid Row projects not pictured here are
a canmity center for Skid Row

CBD

Hall.
-27-

Parking Areas south of City

fundanental concept behind parking
managetent strategies is to allow
people who choose public transportatiOn
to avoid auto costsin this dase, àüto
stc rage costs. Capital and maintenance
costs for parking represent a large
subsidy for the auto user. Generally,
these costs are borne equally by auto
and transit. usersthe latter group
consisting of both transit. riderä by
choice and transit dependent riders.
A

The

basic goal of parking managetent

strategies should

be

to approach parity

in treatment, betwéén auto and transit
nodes. One. approach is to cause the
parker to pay directly a greater
portion of the total casts of storing
his vehicle while he is working,
shopping, etc. For aparbients as is

done now in Bunker Hill Towers for
example, a surcharge could be applied

to the basic 'apartient rental for the
This
number of parking spees used.
'eliminates the unfaiE subsidy of auto
storage costs by apartnent households
with fewer than average or no cars.

to cause the
susidized at a
level, or sate fraction thereof,
equivalent to the vehicle storage costs
that are incurred for employee,
shopper and parking.
A

second approach seeks

transit user to

be

thicd approach to parking managenent
strategies would seek to reduce or
eliminate building code and zoning
parking requiratents.
An important
step in removing the costs of auto

A

storage frdn the non-auto user would be
simply to let the free market forces
determine the anount. of parking to be

provided for employees, shoppers,
business patrons and apartment tenants.
In instance where walking and transit
access is poor, ncst bu ilding owners
can be expected to continue to construct expensive parking facilities to
In
protect their investhients.
transit
.locations where walking and
accesa is good,
ners would see less
of an econanic need to provide
such
Under
extensive parking.

.

.

conditions, and given the rationale for
parking inanagatent plans, it appears
only reasonable that a property ner
not be required to provide additional
off-street parking.

Finally

a foutth apptoach to parking
rnanagatent. would seek to change regulations and ordinances which require
accatrodations for auto access (and
storage) but: make no provision for

requiring equal access for transit
vehicles (and spaces for their layover
needs). Developers should be requIred
to provide for aamss according to the
number of people arriving by the
various nodes rather than by the number
of vehicles; i.e., for 50 people on one
bus versus 25 people in 20 autos.
Parking managetent policies also relate
to value capture strategies to recover
portions
of
private developtent

benefits as a result, of the public
transportation system. Reductions in
parking requirements as a result of
proximity to public transportation and
in particular the Metro Rail Project
will result in significant cost savings
to developers. In fairness to the
regio&s taxpayers who financially
support the public transportation
system sate of these savings to
developers should b'e returned to the
transit system to lessen the ta* burden
of public transport to the region.
City of I

Angeles Parking

Management Plan

City of Los Angeles in March 1983
adopted an ordinance which implatented
a majOr part of its parking managStent
plan. Eletents of the plan inclte a
The

reduction in the City's off-street
parking requiratents when transportatiOn alternatives are provided and an
increase in the allowable distance for
off-site parking under specified
conditions. Another eletent which is
subject to negotiation with the unions
representing city employees involves an
increase in parking rates for city
employees and in turn, provision for
buE pass subsidies.

Equal Access:

Auto vs.

Transit

There is a need for both transportation
and land use planners to exercise a

leadership role in influencing public
and private developers as to
the economic and social bénef its of
providing good public transportation
access
to public and private
facilities.
Like other transit
SCRD
operating
agencies,
the
frequently encounters opposition to
obtaining necessary red curb space for
bus stop zones along ccntercial
streets. Yet, for the number of actual
and potential custcvers and enployees
using that bus stop, the several
foregone parking places ntake up a
meager investment ccrnpared to the costs
of off-street parking, whether surface
parking
or multi-story garages.
Additional investments by laud ainers
in soap improvements and amenities,
such as bus turnout lanes and. passenger
shelters, is not only socially
enlightening bUt economically sound in
tenjis of the dollaës invested for the
number of persons delivered. This is
particularly true in dauntain areas,
where public transit usage is the
highest.

officials

Developers who invest in improveitEnts
to upgrade access by public transit
should be able to substitute these
costs for the cOsts of otherwise
required parking. When this is done, a

greater incentive is created to
a balanced access between
transit and the private auto.

much

provide
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